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Patent Agency Case 2: Defence against multiple invalidations of a stroller patent The client is a world-famous
manufacturer of baby strollers. In , the United States enacted its first patent law. It decided the Court should
define the scope of the prior art used as non-infringement defence by the defendant in accordance with the
patent law as applied at the date of the patent application. An Israeli startup has sued Apple accusing the
iPhone maker of copying its patented smartphone camera technology. Consequently the patent was not
infringed. Twitter attempted to trademark its word for messages, "tweet," but failed. Some examples of these
cases are: The writer who authored The "Da Vinci Code" was accused of "non-literal" copying. Infringement
Cases in the Technology Industry Patent infringement cases abound in the tech industry. A product patent is
infringed if a third party makes, imports, sells, offers to sell, stores, or uses the product without the permission
of the patent owner. This was having a serious adverse effect on sales. Infringement Cases That Can Mean Big
Legal Changes Some cases actually have the potential to bring about changes to how infringement cases are
handled in the court system. On reviewing the patent, the Malaysian court held that use of acetonitrile instead
of alcohol did not infringe the patent, and therefore the product was not made directly by the same process. In ,
a patent case regarding an incandescent lamp showed the need for detailed patents and invalidated any that are
too vague. United States case established that no one can bring a patent infringement case against the U. These
particular cases played a pivotal role in the laws regarding intellectual property that we have today: In ,
O'Reilly v. Morse decided that an idea alone cannot be patented, but only when it is put to use. In recent years
the strollers have been extremely popular worldwide. A small furniture company was sued by Clint Eastwood
over a global brand and name recognition suit. Infringement Cases in the Music Industry The music industry is
constantly in the news with copyright infringement cases. The verdict of this case is yet to be disclosed.
Mendlovic and others that even if Apple infringed, it would take years and millions of dollars in litigation
before Apple might have to pay something. Lawsuits related to patent infringement make up a huge portion of
the lawsuits filed each year, and the number is growing. Here are a few famous patent cases from the tech
world: Amazon tried to patent its one-click payment option. Trademarks â€” distributed by the U. A process
patent is infringed if a third party uses that process without the permission of the patent owner, and also if a
third party makes, imports, sells, offers to sell, stores or uses the product directly obtained from that process.
Teleflex created a need to disallow patents for obvious inventions that are not actually inventive. Hargis
Industries Inc. Interesting Trademark Claims Some trademark infringement cases might seem silly to an
outsider, but they have still been considered valid in court. Microsoft and Google dueled for five years over
patent issues involving the Xbox gaming system and Motorola smartphones. Neil Zlozower is a renowned
photographer and his photographs are very popular in the media. Rouse worked to reverse the initial findings
when appealed to the Guangdong High People's Court, but the case was upheld. The market will be overtaken
by copycats. Once any potential risks are identified, it is vital to prepare thoroughly to invalidate risky patents
and clear up the obstacles for marketing. The Tuesday allegations were made in a planned legal filing seen by
Reuters. There is a copyright for silence that is owned by composer John Cage. The file-sharing company
Napster settled a lawsuit accusing it of unauthorized distribution of music. American photographer Neil
Zlozower accused Spotify of Copyright infringement On 7th December , an American photographer Neil
Zlozower accused Spotify, a music streaming service of Copyright infringement. Oprah Winfrey won a case
against her filed by an author who claimed she had used lines from his book on her talk show. Patent Agency
Case 3: Defence against risky patent with invalidation attack In an internationally renowned shoe company
was sued for patent infringement by a Chinese patent owner. Though courts try their best to control these
crazy patent and infringement cases, they can and do slip through into the court system on occasion. In , Alice
Corporation v. It owns a patent to protect the main idea of the stroller. The patented idea behind the stroller is
creative but mechanically speaking its principles are comparatively simple.


